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Abstract

This paper presents  a linear LSP interpolation
between neighboring frames. Usually there are two to
four formants in speech spectrum envelope, and the
LSF(Line Spectral Frequency) parameters have an
order property. In this paper, we divide the LSF
parameters into three sub-vectors, and predict them by
the vectors of previous and next frames. An efficient
and reliable LSP vector distance measure is proposed
for this interpolation algorithm. The interpolated LSP
vectors are utilized  in our mixed excitation LPC
vocoder, which is operated at 1.5 kbps. Informal
listening tests indicate that the synthesized speech
sounds natural and intelligible.

1     Introduction

     In low bit rate speech coding, the spectrum
envelope is regarded as one of the most important
characteristics of the speech signal. Line Spectral
Frequency (LSF) are frequently used in the
quantization of LPC parameters. Nearly transparent
quantization of the LSF parameters can be achieved
by scalar quantization, with 34 bits per frame [1].
Recently, more efficient vector quantization
technique has been proposed, which requires only 24
bits per frame, with  performance comparable to the
34 bits scalar quantizer [2]. For low bit rate coding,
usually both frame interpolation and frame rate
reduction have to be applied. Low bit rate speech
coding at 1.2 kbps using frame interpolation
technique has been reported in [3]. However, the
large frame size (such as 25 ms) introduces larger
time delay in frame interpolation, and the
performance of the LPC synthesis filter will degrade
considerably. Also, the computation complexity
becomes much higher if frame interpolation is

employed. The later problem is partially solved by
employing a new distortion measure reported in [4].
     This paper proposes a new LSF parameters
interpolation technique for low bit rate speech coding.
In the proposed scheme, the 10 LSF parameters are
grouped into several sub-vectors. They are then
predicted with minimum vector distance between
original and interpolated individually. The
interpolated LSF parameters are utilized in our mixed
excitation LPC vocoder which is operated at very low
bit rate. It generates natural sounding speech at the
expense of slightly increased bit rate (from 1.2 kbps
to 1.5 kbps).
     The paper is organized as follows: section 2
briefly reviews the principle of frame parameters
interpolation in very low bit rate speech coding. In
section 3, the proposed sub-vector LSF parameters
interpolation technique is discussed. Section 4 gives
the experiment results and the performance of the
proposed algorithm in the mixed excitation LPC
vocoder. Finally, we summarize the results in the
conclusion.

2    Frame parameters interpolation

     To reduce the bit rate below 2.0 kb/s, we use both
frame interpolation and frame rate reduction. Since
short time speech is a non-stationary signal, analysis
with larger frame size may not be able to track the
pitch of the speech signal. For the same reason, the
10th short-term LPC filter cannot model the speech
accurately. The larger the window or frame size, the
larger the error between the original and the
synthesized speech signal. Therefore we choose the
frame size to be 22.5 ms. In a previous work [4], we
have developed a 1.2 kb/s mixed excitation LPC
vocoder [5][6] using the frame interpolation
technique and a new spectral distortion measure. In



the odd frames, all the parameters (LSFs, pitch,
energy and v/uv decision) are quantized and
transmitted. While in even  frames, only the pitch and
the v/uv decision  are directly quantized and
transmitted to the receiver. The LSF parameters and
the energy are interpolated from the previous and next
frames. The interpolation index is transmitted to the
receiver instead of the LSFs and energy. In the
receiver, the LSFs and energy are reconstructed by
interpolation. The accumulative spectral dis-tortion
(dB) is frequently used as the performance measure:
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where Fs is the sampling rate, P f( )  and � ( )P f
represent the power spectra of the original and the
interpolated LPC filters,  respectively. Here � ( )P f  is
linearly interpolated by the previous and the next
LSFs vectors as follows:
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where K is an integer which is a power of 2, lsf ij ( )  is

the i th  LSF in the j th frame. The index with
minimum SD in LSFs interpolation is selected as the
interpolation index kmin, which is also used to
reconstruct the energy Ej :
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    Since (1) has to be calculated K times per frame, it
requires a lot of computation. In [4], we have replaced
(1) by a more efficient LSFs distance measure:
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where f fi i, �   are the  i th  LSFs in the original and
interpolated LSFs vectors, respectively, wi  is  a
weighting function derived from the LPC spectral
envelope:
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and gi  is the perceptual weight given by:
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    Thus, the LSFs which are near the spectral
formants will have more weights than those that are in
the spectral valleys. The perceivable distortion will
therefore be greatly reduced.

3     Proposed sub-vector  interpolation

      Since (2) is a global LSF interpolation, it cannot
always generate satisfactory interpolation parameters
when neighboring frame parameters change rapidly.
As a shorter frame size generates much smaller
distortion in the interpolation, we choose the frame
size to be 20 ms. Because the formants of speech
spectrum envelope determine the intelligibility of the
synthesized speech, it is more important to predict the
formants than the spectrum valleys. Note that
formants usually depend on the closeness of LSP line
pairs. Statistical results indicate that there are up to 3
or 4 formants in speech spectrum envelope.
Therefore, it is reasonable to divide the 10 LSF
parameters into three groups or sub-vectors and
perform the interpolation individually. The grouping
that we have used are: the first three LSFs, the next
three LSFs and the last four LSFs. Figure 1 displays
the LPC  spectrum envelope and their LSPs.
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   Fig 1  LPC spectral envelope with LSPs

     The proposed sub-vector interpolation is
performed as follows: in odd frames, the codebook
indexes of the vector quantized LSF parameters are

odd even



transmitted to the decoder. In even frames,  three
current LSF sub-vectors are predicted individually,
and the three interpolation indexes are transmitted  to
decoder. In the decoder, each grouped LSF sub-vector
is reconstructed from its interpolation index. The
accumulative spectral distortion (dB) measure used is
the same as equation (1).  The � ( )P f  is linearly
interpolated from the parameters in the previous and
next frames:
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where Fm
p , Fm

c, Fm
n  are the mth  LSF sub-vectors of

the previous, current and next frames, respectively.
~
Fm

c is the current LSF sub-vector to be interpolated.

And α m is the mth interpolation coefficient:
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where Km is an integer  which is a power of 2. The
selection of index α m satisfies two conditions: first it
satisfies the minimum spectral distortion in equation
(1). Since α m may not be the same in the three LSF
sub-vectors, the selection of α m has to satisfy the
order property of LSFs:
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     We propose a simple vector distance measure
which utilizes the closeness of  neighboring LSFs:
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      Here, Distm is the mth vector distance between

the predicted vector 
~
Fm and the original vector Fm.

Wm is a diagonal weighting matrix, whose coefficients
depend on the closeness of neighboring LSF
parameters:
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     It should be noted that equation (10) requires the
least computation, and is simple to be implemented
than equations (1) and  (4).

4   Experiment  results

     The new LSFs intraframe interpolation technique
is tested on 8000 frames of both clean and telephone
speech. We choose 8000 Hz as the sampling
frequency and 20ms as the frame size. We calculate
the average SD and the percent of outliers (>2dB).
The two distortion measures for frame interpolation
equations (1) and (10) are compared in Table 1:

database method    SD (dB)  >2 dB (%)

clean original 1.06 6.85

speech proposed 1.18 7.07

telephone original 0.962 4.95

speech proposed 0.987 5.25

 Table 1  Spectral distortion in LSFs interpolation

     It can be seen that intraframe interpolation
introduces extra spectral distortion compared with
direct quantization. Also, there are no significant
differences between the two distortion measures. The
slight increase  of  average SD in the proposed
measures is due to the limitation of the linear
interpolation. We also found that the LSFs
interpolation is sensitive to frame size. When the
frame size is enlarged to 25ms or more, the
interpolation will introduce large spectral distortion.
The proposed scheme offers another trade-off
between bit rate and speech quality in very low bit
rate speech coding. Figure 2 shows an example of the
LSFs interpolation between the previous and the next
frames.
      The LSP intraframe interpolation technique has
been utilized in our mixed excitation LPC vocoder
which is operated at very low bit rate (1.2 kbps) [4].
In odd frames, we allocate 24 bits to the 10 LSF
parameters. While in even frames, we use sub-vector
LSFs interpolation, and allocate 3 bits to each of the



three interpolation indexes. We can design a 1.5 kb/s
mixed excitation LPC vocoder.
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    Fig  2    LPC spectral envelope interpolation
             original             interpolated

      Furthermore, informal listening tests are
conducted to evaluate the performance of the
proposed intraframe interpolation. Listeners are
required to give their preferences after they compare
the speech quality of the 1.5 kb/s mixed excitation
LPC vocoder and the 2.4 kb/s LPC-10e vocoder. The
results indicate that our proposed vocoder generates
natural sounding and intelligible speech, and is better
than that of the 2.4 kb/s LPC-10e vocoder.

5    Conclusion

In this paper, we present a new LSP intraframe
interpolation technique for low bit rate speech coding.
The LSP parameters are grouped into three sub-
vectors of size 3, 3 and 4. They are then predicted and
interpolated. A fast and reliable distance measure is
also proposed to reduce the complexity of the frame
interpolation. The new technique has been applied to
the mixed excitation LPC vocoder  [4] to obtain a
coder working at 1.5 kb/s. Informal listening tests
indicate that the synthesized speech sounds natural
and intelligible. The speech quality is improved at the
expense of slightly increased bit rate.
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